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LOCATION

RESTAURANTS & BARS

Swissôtel Dresden Am Schloss lies in the
heart of the historic old town - surrounded
by architecture from the late baroque
period: Dresden’s renowned Frauenkirche,
the Semper Opera and the Zwinger Palace
are just a few minutes’ walk away. Across
the street is the Residence Castle with
the historical Green Vault, the treasure
chamber of August the Great, the New
Green Vault and the Turkish Chamber the perfect place to enjoy art and history.
The Neumarkt shopping centre is distinct
in its wide variety of restaurants; together
with the diverse selection of businesses on
Prager Strasse, the area offers entertaining
city life full of charm and atmosphere.

The restaurant Esszimmer awes its guests
with contemporary Swiss cuisine, adding
Saxon components as well as panache,
innovation and creativity. Clever and
characteristic design provides a trusted &
private atmosphere and the use of local,
seasonal, fresh products makes Esszimmer
a place of pure enjoyment. In summer,
the interior courtyard invites you to
take pleasure in outdoor dining. Located
directly across from the Residence Castle,
the stylish ambiance of the Schlossbar
invites you to relax with a drink after work
or meet up before taking on the town.
Exciting cocktails, selected wines, regional
beer specialities and superior whiskies &
cognacs, as well as delicious regional and
Swiss snacks make the Schlossbar the
perfect place to relax. Wohnstube, the allday patisserie with coffee & tea specialities,
as well as wines & snacks, will spoil you just
as much as the Bemmenzeit & z`Mittag
weekend brunch.

GUEST ROOMS
Our 235 elegantly appointed rooms and
suites are impressive in their wide variety
of floor plans, thanks to the historically
inspired, distinctive structure of the facade.
Cutting edge technology and innovative
design was used to tailor the 214 Swiss
Advantage rooms, 16 Grand rooms und
five suites to the needs of both business
and leisure travellers, and our highly
attentive service ensures your stay will be
ideal on all levels.

PÜROVEL SPA & SPORT

CONFERENCE & EVENTS

The 535 m2 wellness and fitness centre
Pürovel Spa & Sport Dresden includes a gym
with top-of-the line exercise equipment,
a Finnish sauna and a biosauna. The 15th
century stone cellar with vaulted ceilings
was incorporated into the construction of
the relaxation room, for a uniquely calming
and harmonising retreat. Using ecologically
produced essential oils made from Alpine
herbs and blossoms from mountain
meadows in the Swiss Alps, all massages
and treatments add vitality to your daily
routine. In the four treatment rooms,
we also offer facials and other cosmetic
treatments. The centre’s proximity to
the river Elbe makes it convenient for an
early morning jog along the riverbank, an
extended walk or a bicycle tour.

Over 482 m2 of ideal meeting space with
state-of-the-art technology and a view of
the Residence Castle offer stylish options
for events for up to 150 participants, as
well as VIP and private functions of all types
for up to 300 people. The Wohnzimmer
lounge complements the offering for small
events and product presentations. The
roof terrace, with its view of the parapets
and towers of the Neumarkt, provides an
exclusive setting for cocktail receptions or
energising morning training sessions.

ROOM’S NAME

Rhein I+II	
Rhein I	
Rhein II	
Rhône, Aare, Reuss
Rhône
Aare
Reuss
Rhône, Aare
Aare, Reuss
Saane, Limat
Saane
Limat

Our dedicated team, innovative coffee
breaks, vitalising meals and buffets,
combined with exciting tailored supporting
programmes, all come together for perfect
events.

Size m2

Banquet

Classroom	

268
137
131
166
54
61
50
115
112
48
25
23

150
75
75
90
30
35
30
65
60
25
15
15

120
60
60
75
25
30
25
50
50
20
10
10

*Bitte berücksichtigen Sie, dass die Fotos nur repräsentativ sind

Cocktail	Theatre	

205
105
100
130
40
50
40
90
85
40
20
20

Cabaret

245
120
125
60
120
60
150
70
50		
55		
45		
50		
105		
45		
25		
20		

Boardroom

35
35
40
15
15
15
30
30
10
6
6

